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Equipment to detect illicit trafficking of nuclear and other radiological materials at borders and in a country 

has its own specific requirements and is very different from equipment used in other radiation monitoring 

cases. Automated and manual measurements need to be done in the field, often outdoors, at land or sea border 

crossing points or at airports. The free flow of goods and passengers must not much be impacted, thus 

requiring that the measurement time be short. The design needs to take into account that the users of the 

equipment are not experts in radiation detection, thus the results of the measurements should be easy to 

understand. The Coordinated Research Project “Improvement of Technical Measures to Detect and Respond to 

Illicit Trafficking of Nuclear and Radioactive Materials” was undertaken during  2002-2006 to address 

technical difficulties in these areas, and to form a consensus regarding the most important technical 

requirements for border monitoring equipment [2]. 

 

 
Figure 1: CD cover for the report of the CRP. 

 

A problem which proved to be very troubling to users of border monitoring equipment was becoming obvious 

at the beginning of this CRP: the radiation detection systems routinely generated a considerable number of 

radiation alarms, which need immediate response to categorize the source of the radiation (industrial, nuclear, 

medical or natural radionuclide) Without effective tools in the hand of the customs officers or border guards to 

quickly categorize the isotope, the entire process of border monitoring would not work. The ITRAP type test 

effort had, however, shown that none of the available RID instruments can pass. Therefore many contract and 

agreement holders worked on various aspects of resolving this problem. As a result, improved handheld 

instruments were designed (several of which have thus far been commercialized), a set of guidelines on 

simplifying user interfaces was developed, and techniques for categorizing alarms in various circumstances 

were studies. 

 

Under the CRP, significant scientific/technical contributions were made by 26 research groups and invited 

experts from 18 Member States to address the above described problems. The topics investigated were: 
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• Detection Materials and Detector Response (5 projects) 

• New Instrumentation Development (7 projects) 

• Testing and Implementation Procedures for Border Monitoring Equipment and Support Facilities (7 

projects) 

• Verification of contents of sealed shipment containers (involving gamma radiation probes or detection) 

(3 projects) 

• Characterization of a suspected RDD (1 project) 

• Verification of contents of sealed shipment containers (involving neutron radiation probes or 

detection) (3 projects) 

 

The yearly Research Coordination Meetings (RCMs) were also used to develop a set of technical specifications 

for border monitoring instruments, discussing and agreeing them with a group of users, developers, including 

experts of the IEC and ANSI standards committees, and other standards drafting groups. This activity was 

supported by a workshop at the JRC Ispra, where multiple instruments were used to evaluate test specifications 

and associated test procedures. As a result of this work, a technical specifications document, IAEA Nuclear 

Security Series 1: Technical and Functional Specifications for Border Monitoring Equipment (2006) was 

published. At the same RCMs, it was repeatedly noted by users that the instruments developed by 

manufacturers were not ideally suited for use by non-experts. Based upon these complaints, a usability guide 

for user interface design and instrument ergonomics was developed, presented and discussed. 

 

The CRP-II "Development and Implementation of Instruments and Methods for Detection of Unauthorized 

Acts Involving Nuclear and other Radioactive Material" has been approved as a follow up of the first one to 

address, amongst other, the following issues: flagging of " innocent" alarms, identification of nuclear material, 

masked with NORM or medical isotopes, development of instruments and methods to support radiation 

surveillance at major public events and updating of technical specifications and test procedures for existing and 

new radiation detection instrumentation. 
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